Emg pj wiring diagram
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are disabled. PJX Set. The EMG PJX Set provides bass players flexibility and a wide range of
tonal combinations with the added headroom and dynamic response of the X series preamp.
EMG's PX adds warmth, and incredible low end punch, while the LJX provides a tight mid-range
with dynamic high end response for a well defined attack. Used separately or in combination,
they offer endless bass tone options with a response and feel that bridges the gap between
passive and active pickups. The result are low noise, dependable pickups with tones ranging
from tight slap funk, rock, to smooth Motown grooves. Cap Color Choose an Option Add to
Cart. Skip to the end of the images gallery. Skip to the beginning of the images gallery. Sell
Copy [Grid View]. In The Box. Reviews 5. Price 1 star 2 stars 3 stars 4 stars 5 stars. Value 1 star
2 stars 3 stars 4 stars 5 stars. Ease of Install 1 star 2 stars 3 stars 4 stars 5 stars. Submit
Review. A wiring diagram is visual representation of an electric circuit or system. This page
provides diagram downloads for many different pickups and preamps. Choose the
manufacturer you wish to view diagrams for, or just scroll down. If you would like to contribute
a wiring diagram for modern or vintage setups , we are more than happy to accept it as it will
greatly benefit many bass builders. Send your diagram to editor bestbassgear. Your images can
be real photos or illustrations or both. Proper credit will be given for accepted contributions.
Did you just build a bass and would like it featured to get noticed? We can help you out. Submit
your finished bass with our easy Bass of the Week entry form and expose your work to many
thousands of viewers! Choose which manufacturer you would like to view downloadable
diagrams for , or just scroll down. Be sure to check out the latest Aguilar pickup offerings and
the latest Aguilar preamps too. DiMarzio is one of the most respected pickups manufacturers in
the business. Check out the latest offerings from DiMarzio right here. If you need help
understanding this documentation after your purchase, contact us. See the latest offerings from
John East right here. Need to talk to someone for further help with your bass repair, mods or
upgrades? Contact us directly. Mar 16, 1. May 25, Brno, Czech Rep. Mar 16, 2. Aug 5, United
Kingdom. I voted the first option. I think its more versatile and gives you more control over your
tone. I feel that blend isn't as versatile, though its simpler to use. I think. I'm not too familiar with
VBT. I didn't vote the third option because you won't be able to blend tones at different pickup
volumes example P on full volume, J on half volume. All this is just my two cents though. Mar
16, 3. To put it plain and simple, if you use a second volume or a blend, the P bass tone will
change. I always prefer 3 way switches, as they keep the wiring direct and do not add
resistance, which would darken up the tone. Aside from that, 2 volumes is better than a blend
pot. The blend pot adds another pots worth of resistance, and of course there are problems
associated with passive blends as well. I say 3 way switch, and failing that, 2 volumes.
BeefPie84 , jebmd , gfen and 2 others like this. Mar 16, 4. MarkA , tlite and bdplaid like this. Mar
16, 5. May 7, Europe. Mar 16, 6. Mar 16, 7. Mar 16, 8. Mar 16, 9. Line6man: I see. Mar 16, Feb 20,
Canada. It is the simplest. You can run the P flat and put some extra bite on the J. I've used this
combination on a fretless and it works great. Gianni "Orlandez" Orlati likes this. Master volume
is critical to me. Every bass I've had with two volume controls is a PIA on stage. Probably from
years of playing Precisions and StingRays, but I just want one volume control. Make sure it's a
blend pot, and that you have the hots of the blend and the ground connected to the correct part
of each pot gang's resistance path, and that the PUPs are in phase. And that's a pretty minimal
tone loss in the real world assuming good PUPs, cables, and amps. Macht-0 , PawleeP and
MobileHolmes like this. Sep 27, Falls Church, VA. One thing to also consider that is probably
even more important to your sound than the wiring options you mentioned is the placement of
the J pickup. This ended up being too close to the P pickup and there was too much frequency
cancellation with both pickups wide open which made it too thin and "midrange scooped"
sounding for my taste. It'll sound better IMHO if you place the J pickup in the 70's J bridge
pickup position which is about a half an inch closer to the bridge. I could be wrong. PawleeP
likes this. Sep 28, Twin Cities, MN. Nov 14, Central Florida. Aug 22, Oregon. I would probably
switch to a switch next time, though. Feb 5, Zagreb, Croatia. Apr 21, Apr 9, San Diego, CA. I'm
building one right now, and it's going to be a stack knob VT-VT setup ala jazz bass. Mar 1,
Woking, Surrey, UK. I gigged this arrangement for several years. Here are some related
products that TB members are talking about. Browser not compatible. Feb 24, You must log in
or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page. Your name or email address:
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password? This site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your experience and to
keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use
of cookies. Accept Learn More Search Forums Recent Posts. Search Media New Media. Wiki
Index Special: Page List. Sep 26, 1. Feb 2, Chelsea Mass. I am pretty experienced at installing

pickups. Not pro level but I've been doing my own installs for the past 12 years. Now these
pickups have solderless installation system called Quick Connect. It's really easy to do. After
finishing the installation I'm getting nothing. No output whatsoever. I contacted the ebay store I
purchased them from and he told me that I couldn't get a refund for them and they probably
weren't defective. He says I am probably installing them wrong and out of the hundreds of EMG
sets he's sold none were defective. He also said that experienced techs have trouble with EMG
installation. This baffles me since the pickups are passive and plug and play. The only
modification I made to the system was cutting and resoldering the J pickup cable since the
connector wouldn't fit through the hole but that shouldn't affect the installation. Also I tried
each pickup separately and still nothing. My last step in troubleshooting was wiring the pickups
directly to a set of pots I had and still nothing. Not sure what they can do for me. The installation
is pretty cut and dry. This is very frustrating. Has anyone had any problems like this or can
anyone shed some light on this situation? Thanks in advance for your help. Sep 26, 2. Oh, I'm
sure you did something wrong Did you try wiring each pickup directly to the jack? Did you by
any chance have the pots flipped the wrong way when translating the diagrams? Definitely call
EMG, though. They welcome calls such as yours. Sep 26, 3. Sep 26, 4. May 4, I had a bad jack
when I installed my EMG actives. I upgraded from Ibby stock to a good Switchcraft. EMG sends
good jacks in the kit. Did you replace the jack with the EMG jack, or retain the stock jack? I
know these are passive, and it may not matter as much as getting a good ring terminal on
actives, but it bears investigation. I also wish EMG would make their "arrow" on the connector
more apparent, like with a dab of white paint or something, as with my bifocals I also flipped a
connector inadvertently and had to go chase down the entire wiring to figure it out. From the
post, it appears it was just the P pickup. Check the connections between the two halves,
although I believe the connectors are different so it can only be wired the "correct" way. Then
again, nothing is perfect. You could have an open coil. Mar 22, 5. Mar 22, Mar 22, 6. Jun 16,
Madison, WI. Here I was about to get a set of these p bass pickups cause I hear great things. But
now this has me second guessing Hope you find a resolution and post your findings. Good
luck! Mar 23, 7. Mar 23, 8. Man that really sucks. I really want to try a set. I probably still will. But
I will be wary of being able to return it just in case. Mar 23, 9. Ballin'bass likes this. Mar 23, Well I
believe mine is all top routed anyway so I don't think that should be a problem. Maybe I'll have
more luck. Again Im sorry you're having problems with this thing, as so many ppl are saying
they are great. I hope I get a good set. I will report back about my luck. And btw that also sucks
about the crappy made in China Jacks. I'd think they'd use a decent set of components, being
that it would cost them literally a couple extra bucks to go the extra mile. Spirit of Ox likes this.
Mar 16, Mar 24, Mar 27, Jun 25, Thanks jimmy. But I was never truly swayed from buying them I
did just by some fancy Reed james jazz pups for my fretless modulus vj4 very excited at a
seriously discounted price. Dec 18, Hudson Valley, New York. Oh, I have no clue what are in
mine. I was just assuming he was correct Yours was a prototype, and mine wasn't a prototype
but it was from a small production test run, so I can't confirm what they come with now. Can
anyone verify who makes them and where they're made? Mar 28, Sep 26, On the bench. The first
one I got, shortly after they became available, shipped with a Switchcraft jack. One one of the
others, the jack is simply marked "China," and the third, I don't remember. I could pull it apart
and look, but I'm not super motivated to. The Chinese jack appears to be pretty stout, and has a
decent amount of springiness in the metal. Here are some related products that TB members
are talking about. Browser not compatible. Feb 24, You must log in or sign up to reply here.
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List. Upgrade your original Telecaster or Expand the switching of your Tele with a 4-way mod
switch that combines the Upgrade your original Gibson or Gibson style guitar with the highest
quality electric parts Upgrade your original Gibson or Gibson style guitar with the highest
quality electric Upgrade your original Telecaster or Tele style guitar with Get the full potential
from pickups with a fuller, cleaner Upgrade your original Jazz Bass or J-Bass style instrument
with the highest quality electric parts available. Get the full Switchcraft three position guitar
toggle switch with nickel finish. Short body switch for use on instruments with shallow control
cavities. Heavy duty construction with a firm, positive feel when selecting switch positions. For
use on guitars and basses with two pickups. Gotoh 3-way toggle switch pickup selector with
Gold finish. Heavy duty construction with superior quality finish plating. Use on any guitar or
bass with two pickups. Created with Sketch. Toggle menu. Gift Certificate Login or Sign Up 0.
Shop By Brand GuitarElectronics. Shop by Brand GuitarElectronics. Quick view Details. Choose

Options. Add to Cart. Switchcraft sku: SWT Gotoh sku: SWT Quick view. Compare Selected.
Parts Kits. PMT Controls. Wiring Supplies. Bridge Series 2. Bridge South 3. Neck South 5.
Bridge North 3. Bridge Parallel 3. Neck Parallel 5. Outer Coils parallel 3. Outer Coils Series 4.
Inner Coils parallel 5. Neck Series. Our archive wiring diagrams are also available below.
Pickups Wiring These are the current wiring diagrams for connecting pickups. It includes
information about mid switch configuration as well. The 3XV stacked coil strat pickup could be
driven by the E90 active humbucker to make a full active setup. The 3XV and E90 were
discontinued in This archive diagram is for some old specially wired Original Quad coil pickups
with the exposed copper back. The 3XV and E90 could be wired together to make an active
setup with a boost toggle. They were discontinued in Pickups with names ending in KE are
generally split coil active pickups and can be wired in different ways. These diagrams are for
discontinued electronics. Discontinued DTA1. They have been replaced with DB Wiring
Diagrams. We have a lot of wiring diagrams available to help you make your instrument sound
great. We work hard to make installation as simple as we can, but you need to have some
technical and mechanical ability to do it well. We highly recommend finding a professional
guitar tech to do installations. Pickup Wiring â€” 1 Conductor. Pickup Wiring â€” 4 Conductor.
TCT Wiring Diagram. This diagram applies to the NTBT and all of the associated harnesses.
Buffer Preamps These are the current wiring diagrams for our Buffer Preamps. MPB Wiring
Diagram. Specs and Orderin
2008 audi tt manual
2002 toyota highlander manual
mini cooper convertible roll bar
g Information. Magnetic-Piezo s active B-V-T. Legacy Pickups Archives These diagrams are for
discontinued pickups. Music Man Electronics. The 3S Tapped Single Coil pickup was
discontinued in Archive wiring diagram for special Original Quad coil pickups wired with
6-conductor cable. Old 6-Conductor Pickups Wiring Archive. The 8E was an active P-Bass
pickup discontinued in the mid s. The 8TC was an active P-Bass pickup we made from to The 9E
was an active J-Bass pickup built from KE Active Pickups Wiring. ED Active Humbucker Wiring.
The ED Active Humbucker was build between and ED with VC Wiring. The ED could drive a VC
for a full active setup. The ED was discontinued in E90 Active Humbucker Wiring. The E90
distortion humbucker was built from The 1B Selectable Spectrum Pickup was discontinued in
E92 Active Humbucker Wiring. The E92 was built between and Legacy Electronics Archives
These diagrams are for discontinued electronics. TCT Wiring Archive. EZQ Wiring Archive. EZQ
Wiring Diagram.

